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In light of conceptual metaphor theory, historical mathematicians’ and students’ difficulty with negative numbers reveals that the collecting objects metaphor may be a cognitive obstacle to those first learning about negative numbers. Moreover, consistency of physical motions with targeted ideas is a factor of cognition. Thus, this pre-post-delayed post study randomly assigned 8 classes of initial learners to a collecting objects integer model (chip model) or a moving-along-a-path metaphor-based model (number line model) to learn integer arithmetic with the four primary operations during an eight-day mini-unit. The study investigated the questions: What do students demonstrate learning with each model and what, if any differences in learning are found between models? Findings did support theory that a motion-aligned model using a moving-along-a-path metaphor would likely support learning better than collecting objects.
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In this paper I share results from a larger study designed to understand the effects of instructional models on students’ learning about integers. This study contributes to resolving two enduring challenges in mathematics education: one practical and one theoretical. The first concerns improving the way that classroom-based research can inform teachers’ practical decisions about teaching integer arithmetic. The second offers new insights into the theoretical and practical debate about whether and how physical experience supports learning mathematics. The study provides evidence about how students’ physical motions or model-movements can support or interfere with mathematics learning.

Prior Research

Integer arithmetic with negative numbers is counterintuitive, yet essential to most mathematics beyond middle school. It has been extensively studied (Gallardo, 2002; Küchermann, 1981; Liebeck, 1990; Linchevski & Williams, 1999; Vlassis, 2008), yet recommendations are contradictory about how to help students adapt their arithmetic concepts to embrace negative numbers (Star & Nurnberger-Haag, 2011). Most integer research has assessed students’ learning during or immediately after instruction and focused on addition and subtraction only. Given that students need to understand negative number arithmetic to build on and use in complex ways in formal algebra (Vlassis, 2008), research that investigates a larger set of integer knowledge, including all operations, along with longer-term implications of instructional experiences is crucial.

Küchermann (1981) categorized three types of integer instruction models as (a) cancellation models in which two opposites cancel, (b) number line, or (c) abstract models. Although integer thinking and learning has been extensively studied, investigations of integer learning with particular models, particularly those most accessible in classrooms, have yet to be conducted. In spite of this lack of research about student learning with different models and theoretical critiques of models offered (e.g. Star & Nurnberger-Haag, 2011; Freudenthal, 1973; Vig, Murray, & Star, 2014), multiple integer models are promoted in methods textbooks for prospective teachers as well as school textbooks, particularly cancellation and certain number line models. One study did compare a cancellation model and a number line model (Liebeck, 1990) but it did not involve parallel instruction and post-tests nor did it include a pretest. For educators to make effective instructional decisions, it is important to compare methods (Nunez, 2012) and to understand how different
methods might offer similar or different learning opportunities. Consequently, the present study experimentally compared students’ initial learning of negative number arithmetic using a cancellation model or a number line model.

**Theoretical Perspectives**

Documentation of historical mathematicians and of modern students has described cognitive obstacles for negative numbers (e.g., Fischbein, 1987; Pierson, et al., 2014). A reading of these works in terms of conceptual metaphor theory reveals that the *object collection metaphor* may be a cognitive obstacle to those first learning about negative numbers (hereafter called *initial learners*). The conceptual metaphors identified by Lakoff and Nunez (2000) applicable to integer arithmetic include the *object collection, motion along a path, and measuring stick* metaphors. Flexible use of more than one metaphor may be necessary for expert understanding of negative numbers (Chiu, 2001). Yet, research of integer arithmetic via conceptual metaphors is in its infancy and has focused on what metaphors people used while thinking (Nurnberger-Haag, 2013; Chiu, 2001; Kilhamn, 2011), rather than the impact of metaphor-based physical motions on initial learning.

Conceptual metaphor theory offers educational researchers valuable insights to identify the ways that different models invite students to conceive of numbers. *Cancellation models* treat numbers as objects (using an object collection metaphor for negative number concepts). In schools, the cancellation model most commonly used is an integer model that uses chips of opposite colors to represent opposite numbers. In research additional models have also been promoted and studied that draw on an object collection metaphor (Nurnberger-Haag, 2013; Kilhamn, 2011). At first glance Küchermann’s (1981) characterization of cancellation versus number line models might offer a sufficient framework. Or one might suspect that Fischbein (1987) and Freudenthal’s (1973) explanations that thinking of numbers as objects renders use of conceptual metaphor theory moot, because this neatly aligns with the object collection metaphor. Using conceptual metaphor theory to investigate integer arithmetic learning, however, affords considering the differences between the mathematical representations and the ways we think about these representations. For example, *number line models* all use a commonly accepted representation of a number line, but there is not a single number line model. A number line representation can be thought of using a measuring stick metaphor as Descartes did historically (Berlinghoff, & Gouvêa, 2002; Lakoff & Nunez, 2000) in which numbers are found at the end of a positive length in a particular direction. Number line representations can also be thought of with a motion-along-a-path metaphor (Lakoff & Nunez, 2000; Nurnberger-Haag, 2007; Kilhamn, 2011), or as a combination of both of these metaphors to be discussed in later studies. Moreover, considering conceptual metaphor theory aids recognition that the differences of model metaphors might matter because of how these ways of thinking fit with the ways humans think more generally. In other words, conceptual metaphor theory assists with explaining and unifying mathematical thinking to show that and in what ways mathematical thinking is part of the varied abstract thinking humans do (Lakoff & Nunez, 2000).

Lakoff and Nunez treat conceptual metaphor as an object of thought that results from physical experiences, which grounds how we think about abstract ideas. Whereas other research has referred to conceptual metaphors similarly using nouns (Chiu, 2001; Kilhamn, 2011), I use the verb forms (*collecting objects, moving-along-a-path, and measuring*) to emphasize and transform the original claims to consider the metaphorical mechanism as grounding the patterns of interacting with the world as part of an on-going dynamic system (Nurnberger-Haag, 2014).

Furthermore, when promoting one metaphor with students, such as the moving-along-a-path metaphor on a number line, we must realize that this metaphor does not prescribe how students move on a number line. The typical number line model promoted in curricular resources directs students to move backwards or forwards depending on the sign of a number and to move in a particular direction.
depending on the operation. In other words, these models inform students which direction to move. The walk-it-off model, in contrast, was designed to promote the opposite operator meaning of the negative sign necessary for algebra, but not afforded by other models (Nurnberger-Haag, 2007). Rather than written symbols indicating which direction students travel, the written symbols in the walk-it-off model emphasize to change direction by turning the opposite direction or not to change direction for addition or positive values.

**Purpose of Study**

Although broadly, hands-on learning or manipulatives have been extensively studied in mathematics education, this research has not attended to the ways the physical model-movements may represent or misrepresent the mathematics students learn. Yet, research from psychology has shown that consistency of physical motions with targeted ideas is a factor of metaphor comprehension (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002). Thus, this study examined how two different conceptual metaphors and students’ physical motions and related explanations affect initial learning of integer arithmetic in classrooms. With a goal of practical impact, I chose to compare models with which students physically represent integer arithmetic that could be or are easily implemented in schools and what I thought would be the best case of each metaphor. In order to capture the complexity of students’ initial learning of integer arithmetic on all four basic operations and assess longer-term learning, this pre-post-delayed posttest study used multiple methods to address the questions: After using either a chip model, or a number line model that emphasizes opposites and magnitude, what do students demonstrate knowing about integers and what, if any, differences in learning are found between students who used each model?

**Method**

The most common collecting objects metaphor-based model (a chip model) or a moving-along-a-path metaphor-based model (a number line model see Nurnberger-Haag, 2007) was randomly assigned to eight intact classes of initial learners (four classes per model). Here I report findings from written pre/post/delayed posttests.

**Settings, Participants, & Research Personnel**

A power analysis indicated that including at least 50 students per integer model should detect a medium effect. To study initial learning, district sites that met the following criteria were recruited: curriculum had not yet addressed integer operations in the recruited grade and all students in this grade attended the same school with the same mathematics teacher. Two public rural districts in a Midwest state participated. According to the grade level data on the state website, 45% of the students I instructed had free or reduced lunch and were primarily European American. After removing students from analysis due to absences, 78 chips and 76 walk-it-off students remained in the analysis. The study instruction occurred in the grade prior to when integer arithmetic is typically taught in the district (School A first semester sixth grade, School B second semester fifth grade). As the researcher-teacher, with approximately 20 years of experience teaching mathematics (including integer arithmetic to K-16+ students), I taught all students in the targeted grade. The classroom teacher remained in the classroom to ensure safety of students, but not to teach. Only those students who themselves assented and whose guardians consented participated in the research by giving their written work and assessments to the researcher-teacher for an incentive the equivalent of a university folder and pencil.

**Instruction and Measures**

Each class experienced parallel instruction with the same tasks and activities, differing only by the integer model used (two colors of chips or ten-foot long empty number lines, the language about...
how to use those representations and model-movements). During each lesson students worked on tasks and played games in assigned trios or pairs and had the opportunity to participate in whole-class discussions. I planned and implemented eight approximately 50-minute lessons about negative numbers, ordering numbers, and operations with negative integers (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) including sums of additive inverses, hereafter called opposite sums. The written measures assessed these constructs as well as opposite operators (transfer problems) that were not taught during the lessons (e.g., -(−4) and −(6−8)). The data reported here are from a 46-item open response skill-based test Integer Arithmetic Test (IAT) and one of the items from a seven-item Explain and Draw Test (EDT). These measures were developed through several phases of piloting and analysis including factor analysis to remove items that did not perform as expected. Students could only use pencils when completing these written tests (neither chips nor number lines were provided).

Data Analysis

The IAT data reported here included item accuracy and qualitative assessment of student reasoning on the EDT Opposite Sums Item. The IAT total test score was scaled to a 100-point test by weighting the subtotals of the following constructs: ordering numbers (20%), addition and subtraction (35%), multiplication and division (35%), and opposite operations (10%).

Multiple methods were used to determine each student’s level of opposite sums knowledge at pre, post, and delayed posttest. Two types of IAT questions (calculation problems such as -19 + 19= and generative problems ___ + ___ = 0), were each separately subtotaled for accuracy 0 to 2. An example of the EDT Opposite Sums Item follows:

Trina and Jaleesa are students in your grade at another school.
Trina said that 8 + (7 + 7) does not give the same answer as 8 + (5 + 5).
Jaleesa said they will. Circle who is right: Trina or Jaleesa.

Draw and write an explanation in words to convince a friend that this student is right.

I coded student explanations with a qualitative coding scheme using a constant comparative approach (Glaser, 1965). A second trained coder assessed 20% of the randomly selected tests with 92.7% agreement. A K-cluster analysis informed determination of Leveled Opposite Sums knowledge profiles (no/low, moderate, or strong) using the three ways of demonstrating opposite sum knowledge (calculation problems, generative problems, and EDT Opposite Sums Item).

Statistical controls were built into the study design and analysis including a pretest, whole number fact test, gender, and preconceptions of negative number multiplication and division. No significant differences were found between the eight classes or between integer models at pretest. Although I planned to include district and class as statistical controls, the model would not run with both and a statistical model that accounted for either accounted for 48.4% of the variance, so district, which had significant differences at pretest was included in spite of it not being a significant predictor of the statistical model. Scaled data (overall test and subtest scores) were analyzed using multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA). I used an ordinal regression to analyze leveled data.

Results and Analysis

Which, If Either, Model Supports Better Overall Learning?
Multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted on the IAT post and delayed posttest total scores to compare student learning with the walk-it-off model to learning with a chip model controlling for pretest IAT, whole number fact test, gender, and preconceptions of integer multiplication and division.
multiplication and division. Both integer models supported statistically significant integer learning from pre to posttest, indicating that both models were reasonable models for integer learning. Statistically significant integer model differences were found between the overall learning of students using walk-it-off compared to chips: F(2, 146) = 11.414, p < 0.001, $\eta^2 = .14$. On average in the short-term students using the walk-it-off integer model for initial instruction scored 11 points higher on this 100-point test than students using chips (posttest $\beta = -10.8$, 95% CI [-15.7, -5.9]) and 13 points higher in the longer-term (delayed posttest $\beta = -12.7$, 95% CI [-18.3, -7.0]).

**Does the Way Model-Movements Represent Mathematics Impact Learning?**

The IAT problems that I argue require chips students to move in ways that are inconsistent with the targeted integer operations, were grouped into Inconsistent Model-Movement Problems and those consistent into Consistent Model-Movement Problems. Inconsistent Model-Movements for example: 4 × 3 and 2 - 5 require students to put in enough chips to represent zero with sufficient numbers of chips to be able to remove 4 groups of 3 negatives or 5 negatives, respectively. Multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted on the IAT operation post and delayed post Consistent Model-Movement and Inconsistent Model-Movement problems (22 and 14 respectively) controlling for these scores at pretest and the rest of the controls used in the total test analysis. The differences were again statistically significant, but with more than twice the practical effect, ($\eta^2 = .34$): F(4, 145) = 18.358, p < 0.001. When the chip model movements were consistent with the mathematics of integer arithmetic operations, no significant differences were found between the integer model groups’ test performance. Statistically significant differences were found, however, for those problems for which I argue that the chip model required inconsistent movements ($p < .001$).

**Opposite Sums Knowledge**

Ordinal regression analysis on the students’ levels of opposite sums knowledge showed that the chips group did demonstrate greater learning at posttest than the walk-it-off model ($p = 0.002$), but this difference was not maintained five weeks later. No significant differences on opposite sums knowledge were found between students who learned with the chip model or walk-it-off model on the delayed posttest ($p = 0.090$).

To test if students who did not have strong opposite sums knowledge prior to instruction had more difficulty learning with this chip model than the walk-it-off model, multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted on the post and delayed post IAT scores only for the 118 participants whose opposite sums knowledge was not strong at pretest. These students assigned to the chip model did significantly worse overall on the IAT than students assigned to the walk-it-off model: F(2, 110) = 13.35, p < 0.001, ($\eta^2 = .20$). Students using chips scored lower on the posttest -12.7, 95% CI [-18.4, -7.0] and delayed posttest -15.8, 95% CI [-22.1, -9.6].

**Discussion & Conclusions**

These overall results fit the theoretical reasons drawn from cognitive science, analysis of mathematical processes, and practical classroom experience. These issues converge to predict that the walk-it-off model should better support student learning, which the data confirmed. Several reasons for these results were identified: the walk-it-off model uses model-movements consistent with mathematical ideas (whereas the chip model is often inconsistent) and the chip model visually violates the meaning of zero students would expect when thinking of numbers using a collecting objects metaphor.
Consistency with Mathematics Matters: Model-Movements

Some theoretical work referred to the mathematical alignment of integer models as breaking or requiring model-rules that differ from the mathematics (Star & Nurnberger-Haag, 2011; Vig, Murray, & Star, 2014). This study offers evidence to support these theoretical arguments that incongruent mathematical alignment does impact students’ learning outcomes. Moreover, this study offers reasons related to human cognition why these breaks are likely problematic. One predicted reason was that students move differently in order to interact with the representations with these models. If this difference and the consistency of the ways model-movements represent mathematics did not matter for student learning, then there should be no significant differences in performance on the Consistent and Inconsistent Model-Movement problems. This analysis, however, did show that when the chip model required model-movements that contradicted or were extraneous to the mathematical processes and ideas, this interfered with learning. In contrast, the walk-it-off model-movements consistently represent the mathematical ideas, so I classify this model as a Motion-Aligned-Model. When approaching integer arithmetic problems with model-movements consistent with the mathematics, the results demonstrated that either model could be equally effective. This lack of significant differences on Consistent Model-Movement problems further supports the claim that model-movement alignment with mathematics could be a factor in students’ learning with models.

Consistency with Mathematics Matters: Conceptual Metaphor

In order to calculate almost every integer problem with chips, students need to represent the idea of cancelling opposite values (e.g., -9 and 9). Thus, due to repetition of the underlying metaphor of cancelling opposite things, one might suspect that a benefit of the chip model might be to better support student learning opposite sums. The results did fit this prediction, but the benefits of using a cancellation model for this purpose were only in the short-term significantly different from the number line model used in this study. Longer-term on average students performed equally well after learning with either model.

Opposite sums knowledge may actually be required in order to learn integer arithmetic with the chip model, because this model requires students to sum opposite values to calculate almost every integer problem. The findings seem to support this, because students without strong cancellation knowledge at pretest who used this collecting objects metaphor model, scored the equivalent of about 1.5 grades lower than students who used this particular moving-along-a-path metaphor model. A more global reason for these initial learners’ challenges with the chip model may be because it visually violates a central feature of applying the collecting objects metaphor to numbers. Rotman (1993) articulated, that when thinking of numbers using a collecting objects metaphor, zero should be visually represented as nothing or “no thing.” Yet, chip models require students to use multiple things to represent no thing.

Implications

This study that tested several aspects of integer learning, including all four basic operations, suggests that the walk-it-off model may be a parsimonious model for initial integer instruction. It also reveals for which aspects of integer knowledge a collecting objects metaphor (in the form of a chip model) might add richness to student thinking. The delayed posttest results reflect longer-term learning, which although rare in educational experiments, is crucial to make claims about educational impact that matters in students’ lives.

Practical Implications

Given that the walk-it-off model was more effective overall and improved learning even more for those who have less integer knowledge prior to instruction, this model is likely the most...
parsimonious model with which teachers might begin instruction that meets the diverse range of learning needs in real classrooms. The sample was economically diverse (45% free and reduced lunch), but were primarily European American fifth and sixth grade students in a rural district, so the study should also be replicated with other populations to ensure that these results appropriately inform instruction for all students. Anecdotal evidence suggests the walk-it-off model, which a teacher developed and has shared with hundreds of other teachers, is a feasible model for teachers to implement (Nurnberger-Haag, 2007). Nevertheless, this study was conducted by an experienced researcher-teacher, so future investigations should confirm that students using these models with typical classroom teachers experience similar results.

Research could investigate beginning integer instruction with a moving-on-a-path metaphor in the form of the walk-it-off model, which works for every integer problem, and then integrating other conceptual metaphors in the real-life contexts in which these metaphors make sense (as well as have students assess in which contexts these metaphors make sense). The study reported here used a number line model designed to encourage students to move in ways that represent opposite operators, which differs from other approaches, so the findings of this study should not be generalized to other number line models. To further consider how learning with a model affords and constrains integer learning, other collecting objects, measuring, and moving-along-a-path metaphor-based models could be experimentally compared.

**Theoretical Implications**

Humans are always moving. Research in cognitive science shows that these movements influence what and how we think (Antle, 2013; Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002). Important work about moving to learn mathematics has begun (e.g., Gerofsky, 2012; Roth & Thom, 2009). Yet, more is needed, and it is crucial that mathematics education research attend to the ways that students move due to instructional models, instead of whether they move during instruction. This study contributed to this theoretical goal specific to integer arithmetic and findings suggest further investigating if motion-aligned models are more parsimonious instructional models across mathematics topics.
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